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Troupe elected as State Rep_
Susan Seladones

SOURCE

The Army--Looking for a
few good men and women
U.S. Army

SOURCE

If you qualify, the US Army just
might have a flight suit your size,
according to area Army recruiters.
The Army is offering qualified
soliders, both men and women, an
opportunity to train as helicopter pilots through it's Warrant Officer
Flight Training Program. The
Army calls it "WOFT."
Lieutenant colonel Curt F.
Weimer, commander of the SI.
Louis Army Recruiting Battalion,
describes WOFT training as one of
the most physically demanding,
mentally exacting and emotionally
draining educations a person can
experience. "The training has to be
tough," he says. "It provides the
Army trained aviators who are capable of handling our awesome
helicopte~ . te<:i!n.o!~gy _ _8!l~ [!.!C'- _

W ARINGTON, D.C. - Missouri
State Representative Charles Troupe
took office on November 1 as Chair of
the Commerce, Labor and Regulation
Committee of the National Conference of State Legislarures (NCSL).
Representative Troupe will serve
.. ,",through September 1993.
The Commerce, Labor and Regulation Committee is one ofll standing
committees ofNCSL' s State - Federal
Assembly (SFA),NCSL'spolicymak-

ing body. The SFA is reponsible for
the Conference's lobbying efforts
before Congress , the White House,
and federal agencies. The SFA convenes three times a year to meet with
federal officials and develop recommendations on a wide range of national issues that affect state-federal
relations. Issues high on the committee 's agenda this year include avoiding
preemption of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act, low-income housing, investment in low-income communities and bank and insurance company insolvencies.
Representative Troupe is from St.
Louis and represents the state's 62nd
district.
"The State-Federal Assembly provides state legislarures with a strong
voice in the federal system," Repre-

sentative Art Hamilton said in
making the appointment. Hamilton
is President of NCSL and serves as
Minority Leader of the Arizona
House of Representatives.
"Through the SFA, state legislators
lobby against costly unfunded
mandates and preemption of state
authourity. They also work with
members of Congress and Administration officials to craft solutions
to problems that affect all levels of
government. I am pleased that Representative Troupe has accepted
this appointment and I look forward
to working with him throughout the
year."
NCSL represents the legislators
and staffs of the nation's 50 states,
its commonwealths and territories.

power."
The training is well worth the
work required, according to
Weimer, because it is also one of
the most exciting, rewarding challenges in today's Army.
Following basic training, the
applicant who qualifies for Warrant Officer Flight Training will be
assigned to the Army Aviation
Center at Fort Rucker, Ala., and
spend six weeks at the Warrant
Officer Candidate School. Graduation fro WOCS means appointment to the rank ofW arrant Officer
One (WO-I) and the beginning of
5285,000 worth of flight training.
Flight school starts with the
UH-l,Huey. The newly appointed
Warrant Officers spend 20 weeks
learning to fly the Huey. This training includes day and instrument
flying with a dose of simulators
thrown in. They then spend 16 to 20
weeks learning Army combat skills
flying in either the Huey, Blackhawk, Cobra or Kiowa aircraft.

see Anny. page 14
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What's Up at UMR

.
InlrunUl1l1

Ma~

8:00pm MINER BASKETBAll. VS. LINDEN-

7:00pm SL Pol' • Commilt<C MIg. I 107C Minin!

Wednesday

Monday

7:00pm Independents MIg. I 117 CE

MIg.! Basketball Due

2:30pm Stuco Lawyer I WaInul

WOOD

NSBE Awards Banquet I Centennial

8:00pm Cycling Cub MIg. I 210 McNutt

4:30pm Sigma Gamma Epsilon MIg. I 204

8:00pm Kappa Kappa Poi MIg. /125 Che

7:30pm Down To Earth MIg. /210 McNUlI

5:00pm StudcnlActivity fee Boan! MIg. I WalnUI

7:30pm Luthe .... Bible Class

All mltal. musl be mumcd by end of day
by 4:30 Satun!ay 19th of Monday 21st.
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Financial Aid
JEFFERSON CITY, MO (October g, 1992)-Tbe

McNutt

and

CoDlUltine Enaineers COlmcil of Miuouri

9:00pm Newman Mass
5:00pm Blue Key MIg. 1216 ME

8:00pm Starfleetl Maromcc

5:00pm Alpha Kappa Alpha MIg. I 117 ME

(CECMo) i> curmtdy accepting applications for

6:00pm Eta Kappa Nu 1103 EE

8:00pm Gaming Auoeiation MIg. 1311 CE

6;OOpm Ela Kappa Nu Help Session 1101 EE

one $1200 cult scix>larship. To be eligible,candi-

Arn
and

dates mUlt be U. S. citiz.ens, pursuing. Bachelors

COIl1

Degree at an ABET-accredited coUeee of enai·

com
McC
lost

ita annua1 acbol ...hip. CECMo will be offering

6:00pm Eta Kappa Nu MlgJ 101 EE

Friday

6:00pm Wcaley MIg.

Madrigal Dinn ...

6:00pm GD! Governors MIg. I Sunri&e
6:30pm BSU Bible Study

Noday
Students receiving their Masters' and

Bachelors' decrees may purchase their cap. and

ocerina in Mi5&OUri and entering their junior,

10wns at the UMR Bookstore anytime staJtina

senoirorftftb year in the fall of 1993.
The winner will be selected by a panel of

~

Bachelors' attire do not need to be ordered in

distinauiahed judaes based on superior lCbolastic

woO

advance.

efforts, civil responsibility, community and col·

with

December 9th from 8:30 to 4:OO_M...er's and

r...u Day to Drop

6:00 pm UMR JuUliDg Cub, Hockey Puclr.
6:00pm Spelunken Club Mig.

7:00pm Chi Alpha! Marie Twain··

Cap and gown orders for faculty, staff, and

SUB Movie: Aliens 3
7:00pm Alcohol Anonymous MIg./Wainul

6:15pm BI~e Key Mtg, officer elections ME 216

1:30pm Muslim Students Auoe. Mig.

6:30pm Gaming~. Gaming S...ion/WaInul

3:00pm Gaming ru.ociation Gaming Session I

7:00pm Council of Graduate Students I 204

9th.

McNutt

We aD...Il.21 guarantee any delivery of Clp

Missouri
7:30pm Table Tennis Club Practiul Miner Rec

6:3OpmASQC 1201 Ena;. MI'.

PhD ltUdents wiD have a deadline of November
4th and may pick up orden ..arting December

to learn how to shoot a gun safely? Come join the

"With this ICboLarsbip, we often introduce
ItUdCUll to the bcDefit of joining the consulUna

from

en&incerina profession, including creativity and

even

entrq>RDeUlIhip," said Bruce Wylie, CECMo

We!

Lale fees will be clwJcd after thi> dale. •

Ex.ccutivc Director.

with
belk
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10m

The UMR BookIIorc will be open on

8:00pm Koinonia Mlg. / Missouri

Saturday, December 19th from 10 am to 4:30

UMR Trap and Skeet Club in T-2 (the while

Tuesday

7:00pm College RePublican MIg. I G-9 H-SS

building behind the libnuy) at 3:30 pm every

7:30pm Society of Mining Engineers Mtg. /204

Friday and see what we are all about. You don '1
have to have your own gun. Call Jeffrey W.

7:00am Christian Campus Fellowship PrayerMlg.

McNutt

Spencerat341.8420 or lim David at 364-5684 for

1Maramec

and

ence, recommendations and writing ability.

and gown orders placed after November 4th.

Need to do lometh.ing to relieve someltress? Want
7:00pm ASCE/ 114 CE

leae-Ievel achievements, previous work experi·

see Events, page 14
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more infonnation. Everyone welcomel
8:00pm Juggling Cub Practice/ Miner Rec
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6:30pm Intervarsity Christian Fellowship Mtg. /
UCE
6:30pmInterfratemity Council Mtg./216 McNutt

9:00pm Newman Mass
7:00pmShow-McAnirne Club MIg. /212 McNutt

Thursday
Madrigal Dinnen;

6:30pm Association of Engineering Geologi sts
7:30pm Kappa Alpha Psi Neophyte Show I Miner

M18· /204 McNutt

Rec.
7:00pm LADY MINERS VS. MISSOURJ BAP-

Saturday

7:00AM Christi"!.. Campus Fellowship Prayer
MIg. I Marunec

Alpha Kappa Alpha Balli UCE Cafeleria .

TIST
7:00pm lnst. of Electrical and Electronic Eng.
Mlg./1l7 CE

12:.30pm Cluistian Science Organizationl Sunrise
12:3Opm Newman ScriPblre

Madrigal Dinners

1:30pm Adull Childmt of Alcoholics MIg. 1201

SUB Movie: Aliens 3

~

Col(

9:00pm Table Tennis Club Practice / Miner Rec

(,

7:00pm Chinese Student Assoc. Mtg.

liVe(

~

5:00pm StudentActivity Fee Board Mtg./Walnut

4:30pm Chi Eprilon MIg.! 117 CE
7:00pm LADY MINERS vs. WILLIAM JEWELL

6:00pm Eta Kappa Nu MIg. I 101 EE

4l45f!1l Toastmastc15 MIg. I UCE

Sunday

S:JOpm NSBF Exec. Boan! Mlg./209 Norwood

6:00pm UMR Juggling Club, Hockcy Puck

Wesley Senior Banquet

6:00pm Intercollegiate Knights Mtg. 1 204
McNutt

6:00pm Spelunke" Club MIg.
1:30pm Chinese Student A&.roc. Chinese Classes /
ME

6:30pm Alpha Phi Omega MIg. I Marie Twain

6:30 pm Gaming Assoc. Gaming Session / Wal.
nut.

4:30pm Ch i Epsilon Initiation 1 114 CE
6:30pm ASEM MIg. I G-3 Chern

7:00pm Al Ch E. I G-3 Chern
5:00pm Student Mass

6:30pm American Nuclear Soc. Mtg./227 Fulton
6:00pm Kappa Alpha Psi Mig. 1Walnut
6:30pm BSU Wo"hip

loth

so, J

Next
Wednesday

Norwood

mun
spen
diffe
ence

7:00pm College Republicans Mtg.1 G·9 H·SS
l03A NOIwood Hall

Ohyes,
we do recycle!
Please do the same!

8:00pm ]ugglinjl Club Practice/ Miner Rec
6:30pm Voices of Inspiration 1tg./TJS,,:ulh

- --- ......
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Conservatives comer
Itis now generally acknowledged that the USSR lost the Cold
War (although not everybody seems prepared to admit that we won).
Accordingly. this is a good time to dispel a few myths about that long
and bloody conflict.
Myth #1: McCarthyjsm convicted innocent people of Sl!ying
and Communist "sympathizing."
Fact: McCarthy carne along ~ the ' Committee on UnAmerican Activities had already discovered the Elizabeth Bentley
and Alger Hiss spy rings within the U. S. government. Hiss and his
comrades were guilty as sin. and it was the realization that there ~
communists in the government and Hollywood created the hysteria
McCarthy was able to exploit. The famous "Hollywood Ten" never
lost any money or work on account of their "blacklisting"- and they
~ Communists. For that matter. most people in Hollywood today
would join the Communist Party if they thought they could get away
with it - they' re certainly ideologically compatible.
Myth #2: Both we and the Soviets cold-heartedly exploited
and manipulated the poorer countries of the world.
Fact: We spent the Cold War trying to save innocent people
from Communism. Our methods were often clumsy. misguided or
even incompetent: but that does not change the basic rightness ofwhat
we were trying to do. Loberal raving about "friendly dictators" notwithstanding. the fact is that people were better off- often much
better off- under the Shahs. Pinochets. and Somozas than thay were
under the Castros.,Mengistus. and Ortegas. Moreover. one can make
along list of right-wing regimes (South Korea. Chile. andEI Salvador.
to make a start) which evolved naturally and peacefully into democracies .. but NQ Communist regime surrendered any power to its
citizens until the collapse of USSR.
Myth #3: The Cold War was a mistake that should have been
~

Fact: If the~ was ever a morally justified.and necessary waf
in human history. it was"the Cold War. The Communist nations
achieved a level of wanton brutality and evil. toward their own.citizens and their neighbours. rivalled only by the Aztecs and Assyrians.
Unlike the latter societies. the Communists were not even honest
about their crimes-- their governments were built on lies. lies which
every citizen was forced to join in and accept. And Communist ideology expressly listed world domination as the ultimate goal-a goal the
USSR pursued with determination for almost fIfty years.
We had a moral duty. a moral imperative. to fight the Communists; our failing was that we never truly accepted that fight. We
spent most of the Cold War pretending to ourselves that we were "not
different" from the Communists. that we could "resolve our differences" through "negotiation." And that delusion is the chief reason the
Cold War lasted so long. We could have won easily at any time prior
to the late 1970' s- but we lacked the will or the moral strength to do
so. And because of that lack. millions of people died. were tortured.
lived lives of misery and oppression. We share the guilt for those evils.
because we could have prevented them.
By Rob Hobart
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Have we lost the ability to work together
What has become of my fair country? Have we as a people lost the scope
of our founding father's dream and regressed to a point where if our "group"
doesn't win we must simply drop out of the system? I know, on the whole, the
answer Is no- yet there remain groups of people who are apparently so
dedicated to a particular political party that they desire a dictatorship formed
from their own restrictive Ideals.
When a candidate gets elected, and his opponents grant it to him that he
won, he is our President. What is the President? Singly the most important and
powerful man in our nation, but ultimately the biggest motivational power we
have. Clinton has won. Accept it as your candidates have accepted it, neutrally
if not positively. Give the man a chance and do not let your own irrational
prejudisms ruin our country.
Who is the sadder human, the one who tries to adapt and help out, the
one who tries to accept new Ideas and give them their chance, or the one that
sits down after their justified defeat and cries over the fact that their dogmas
are no longer popular? I speak of the letter by Chris Penning roth in the
November 11 th issue of the Missouri Miner where at one point he writes, "If you
supported the incoming administration, I hope you do come crying to us in four
years. We are patient and forgiving, and more than happy to help you out of the
predicament you voted yourself into." Is it true then? That the members of the
party who so proudly claimed that they are the only true Americans at their convention now claim no longer to be apart of the system? And simply because a
few of their candidate lost? What about those, then, who feel that they had been
Inadequately represented in government the past twelve years? We persevered, we tried to get along, and now, thanks to Clinton and Perot, we have a
voice.
If something happens that you oppose, then stage a protest or write a
letter. If oyu cannot accept this system, and are unwilling to work within it, then
move to a system you can accept- even if It is Iran, Haiti, or South Africa. But
by all means leave America to those that will play the game and and aim for
improvement irregardless of who is President. Clinton, at least, supports
variety; and "variety" is simply another name for America. I hope it has not
gc;me so far that we cannot work together. Let us be different and let us be
friends.
By Phillip Steinmetz

Student Council, Free Speech, and
Political Correctness
The Student Councils at Columbia, Kansas City, and St. Louis passed
a resolution with the potential for disaster for the future of free thought
on University of Missouri campuses. They have passed a resolution that
will create a bureaucracy that will implement speech codes on these
campuses; students and professors who violate these speech codes will
receive punishment up to and including expulsion. It is ironic that these
speech codes have inappropriately been called "the student bill of rights"
for their intent is not to augment freedom, but to stifle it. The resolution
is a list of demands on the faculty and the administration that does not
consider the costs of implementation, the new strains that will occur on
the professor-student relationship, and the intellectual recession that will
occur on these campuses due to this censorship. Yet, the most distressing
effect of the Resolution is that student leaders on these campuses have
voted down the United States Constitution and Bill of Rights -- written __
by Jefferson, Madison, and Mason -- in favor of this so-called "student
bill of rights" inspired by Ms. Donna Shalaia at the University ofWisconsin.
The resolution calls for new programs in gender and ethnic studies
which will be designed to promote se}lsitivities to "alternate lifestyles"
and backgrounds. This appears to be a noble cause if we forget all the
other problems facing University of Missouri Campuses. Yet, where will
the funding come from? Many departments currently cannot offer some
of the basic courses needed by their students due to a lack of funding.
Will more funding be taken from already inadequately funded departments to implement the new programs outlined in the "student bill of
rights"? Will tuition and fees be raised to implement these programs?
Or, will taxes be raised on an already struggling tax base? Will voters
even allow higher taxes noting their response to Propositon B? Any of
these solutions will have more adverse affects on those struggling in the
University of Missouri System than the alleged benefits of sensitivity
training.

The resolution will affect the professor-student relationship by curtailing the free flow of opinions, which has been considered an integral
part of higher education since Socrates and the Greeks. It will also make
controversial historical events and literatUIe ;works more difficult -to
';:==:;:================:::;;----~~=----~- p!esent to stu.den!S,. Will we see the editing of classical book~ o.n ~i~tory
.ill ~d literature to refl~ct Ms. Shl!Jala's view .of]olitical Gorrectness? .I,f
professors are allowed to be i.ntirnidated)n thyJ,f guest for the truth, the
free marketplace of ideas necessary for the advancement of Civilization
becomes as barren the grocery shelves of the former Soviet Union.
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The resolution also opens the door to speech codes and an ensuing bureaucracy which will try to determine what can and cannot by said during
University activities. The speech codes suggest that University of Missouri Student bodies have not yet reached the level of maturity necessary
to perform critical thinking in approaching the social issues of society. In
effect, by voting for speech codes, we are admitting that we, as students,
are not yet responsible enough to judge what should and should not be
said in a civilized society. By voting for speech codes, we are surrendering our First AmendmelJt rights to a bureaucratic body that has no rules
except those that it creates; these bodies are typically self-regulating and
have no foundation in constitutionailaw.
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The resolution will also cause an intellectual recession by limiting
students' access to open uninhibited classroom discussion. This curtailment of information is reminiscent of the Dark Ages where information
was censored by the Latin Language that few could read. Yet, we are
threatening to create another language of political correctness that will
censor information just as effectively. In this age of democracy we have
the choice to resurrect or reject the walls like those that girded free
thought in the Dark Ages by our action on this so called "student bill of
rights."

DAILY SPEC·IALS
SUNDAY
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Shall the "high priestess of political correction", Donna Shalaia; decide for college students what they have the right to hear and say? Shall
we give over our right of free speec\l and expression to a dictatorial board
based on a misnomered student bill of rights? If the speech codes of this
resolution are passed, our student body will have rejected the Constituiion of the United States; we will have rejected the causes of freedom
and democracy throughout the world.
In light of the aforementioned reasons we encourage you to speak to
your Student Council Representatives about this issue and urge them to
vote in accordance with the ideals of freedom on which our country was
founded and reject this farcical student bill of rights.
by Tim Gungoll
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Miners whip Buffaloes 133-85

snot

Bill Jolly leads the Miners to a record setting night. Chris Dawson scores his 1000point. The opener saw 4 records fall
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The UMR "Rwming" Miners opened the basketball season last
Sunday with a very impressive 13385 victory over the Buffaloes of Arkansas Baptist
The Miners broke
five schoolrecords in the game including most points in a game (133), most
3-points made (19), and total field
goals made (51). It was a pretty im-pressive offensive performance.
Another highlight of the game was that.
Senior Forward Chris Dawson scored
his 1,000th career point.
The Buffaloes scored the
first two points of the game but that
was the closest thing to a lead that they
sawall night. The Miners knocked off
the next 12 points and were in command from then on out ending the flfst
half with a 59-39 lead. The frrst half
was highlighted by impressive per-
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flying as well as the slam dunks. The
Miners toyed with the Buffaloes to a
133-85 trouncing.
Bill Jolly led the Miners
with 29 points in the game but was out
done by Arkansas Baptists' Raymond
Lawrence who cherry-picked his way
to 42 points to lead the game. Donnie
Brown played 19 tough minutes in the
middle to score 19 points and nab 8
boards. Chris Dawson scored all of his
17 points in the second half to lead the
Miners to victory. Todd Weaver lead
the team in rebounds with 10 and he
also contributed an impressive 17
points. The Miners shot an awe inspiring 54% for the game from the field,
dominating the Buffaloes in every
aspect of the game.
The 1992-1993 version of
the "Running" Miners are a very talented and very fun team to watch.
They have a good team this year that
could make some waves in the MIAA
or even in the NCAA Division II. The
Miflers play their next home game on

type of basketball then this 20 minutes

would not have been fun for you. The Miners ran all overtheBuffaloesscoring 74 points from every where on the
court. The three point baskets were

see B - 'ball, p.age 6:

Tae Kwon
Do
Tae KwonDo
Source

On October 3rd, veteran Tae
Kwon Do Club members traveled to
Lenexa, Kansas, to compete in the
19th Annual AKTA National Tae
K won Do Championships. The Club
would like to congratulate two of its
members on their performances,
Richard Wu, a green belt, seized 1st
place in both Form and Sparring
Competitions. Andrew McCullough,
a black belt, won 1stplace in Form and
2nd place in Sparring competitions.
For the curious, Form competition consists of movements
through a series of predeterminated
attacks and defenses which are graded
on speed, precision, and strength of
motion. Sparring competitions are
structured similar to boxing matches.

see Tae , page 6

David Nled of Atlanta and Nigel Wilson of Toronto are the first picks In the historical event two weeks ago Tuesday. Each team drafted 36 players.
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Miner crowd wiih a very good Barkleyesque Monster Slam!
Chris
Henry also played veri well off the
bench.

The second half was much
of the same but only a lot more. If a
slow paced, defensive battle is your

,

The Rockies and Marlins draft their teams

eare

gbu·

formances by mco transfers Todd
Weaver and Chris Henry. Both are
very good·addtion to this team, Todd
Weaver introduced himself to the

Page 5

Chris Merris
Sports Editor

and Scott Aldred from the Tigers. The
Rockies line up features quite a few
proven major leaguers their line up
will most probably look like this:

A colleague of mine wrote
about the upcoming but now past
expansion draft. He touched on numerous possibilities that may occur
during the draft. As it has turned out
speCUlation was just that, speCUlation.
The Rockies had the first
pick and took the most highly touted
player in the draft that being the Atlanla Braves David Nied. A right
handed power pitcher who in 5 seasonS
as a Pro has 54 wins to only 17 losses.
Nied was 3-0 and 1.75 ERA in 3 starts
for the B,8ves in September. He figur~s to make an immediate impact to
Don Baylor's team as the # 1 starter.
Other key players drafted to their
pitching staff are projected closer
Darren Holmes from the Brewers his
set up corps looks to have Butch
Henry, Willie Blair, and possibly
Andy Ashby.
Alex Cole (Pirates) center field, Eric
Other starting pitchers will . Young (Dodgers) second base.
most likely be Ryan Hawblitzel from Andres Gallaraga (free agent from
the Cubs, Mo Sanford from the Reds, St. Louis) flfst base. Donte Bichete

(who they acquired for Kevin Reimer
from the Brewers) fight field , Charlie
Hayes (Yankees) 3rd. base, Jerald
Clark (padres) left field, Joe Girardi

-- -- -...

for Rudy Sienez a young power picther
who may won into the immediate
rotation.
The Marlins went a different

---------

(Cubs) catcher, Feddie Benevidies
(Reds) short stop, and whoever
pitches. The fmal Rocky trade was
Jody Reed to the Dodgers for pitcher

route by drafting almost all pitching
and young player going with out very
many proven major leaguers . The
Marlins will have an incredible young

but talented pitching staff. The few
proven players they drafted they
traded. Greg Hibbard was drafted
from the White Sox and traded to the
Cubs for now starting Marlins infielders Gary Scott and Alex Ari~. Nigel
Wilson their #1 pick is pencilled in al
Right field. Chuck Carr (Cardinals)
will lead off and play centerfield. Jeff
Conine (Royals) will be at frrst, and
Walt Weiss at short stop. They traded
Eric Helfand of the A's back to the A's
along with former Cardinal Scott
Baker for Weiss. Their catcher look
to be their #1 regular Draft pick Charles Johnson an All-American from the
Miami Hurricanes. Their bullpen will
be anchored by relief Ace Bryan Har'
vey an all star from California. Cris
Carpenter will set him up along with
Jim Corsi and Ryan Bowen.
Other Marlins that will be
key to their I st season are Brett Bar·
barie (Expos) second base, Steve
Decker (Giants) catcher. Monte Fariss
(Ranger) middle infielder, and junior
Felix (Angels) out fielder. The Marlins made a few more trades. They

see Baseball; ·page 6
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traded Danny Jackson (Pirates) to the
Phillies and Tom Edens (Twins) went
to the Astros.
The Draft was an interesting
experience, but also somewhat anticlimactic as the big name players remained undrafted. Ifyou are a Kansas
City fan the Royals got hit hard losing
theirtopprospectJeffConine, a young
minor league outfielder Kerwin
Moore, and top pitching prospect
Andre Bernman.
All three were
costly
losses, but Conine was devastating
loss as he would have put some pop in
the Royals line up. The Cardinals on
the other hand got off easy. They lost
Chuck Carr who was fifth in St.

from page 5
Louis's outfield. Carpenter will be a
little tougher to replace, but with the
emergence of Mike Perez and the
conversion of prospects Rene Aroche
and Mike Milchin into relievers the
cards may be better off. Baker was an
'A' ball player with good stuff but bad
knees, he was one of the least regarded
in the organization. Some of the big
names remained Cardinals: Lee
Smith, Joe Magrane, Jose Oquendo
and prospects Stan Royer, Luis Alicea, and Tracey Woodson.
The 1993 season will be
interesting, look for the Rockies to be
competitive and defensively souna,
while Miami should struggle provided
they don't sign any free agents.

rf4lilEl
,

'SCIENCE FIenON • FANTASY
COMICS • GAMES
1014 Pine St Phone 364-4301

Tae

from page 5

The club continued its success in a tournament on October 24th
in St. Louis. Six people competed anCi
won some first and second place trophies in both Sparring and Forms.
On November 14th, Andrew
McCullogh made his way to UCBerkeley for the National Collegiate
Championships. It was limited to
black belts only and featured talent
from all over the U.S.
Those interested in obtaining more information should contact

~

the club during practice between 4:00
and 6:00 p.m. on Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Friday in the MultiPurpose B uiJding foyer.

8 ,- ball from PClQe5
Saturday December 12th against
Drury College. I know fmals are the
next week, but I suggest everyone get
out and support this team. With the
proper support this basketball team
could actually go places, a first for
UMR athletics.
When the Spring semester
starts next January there should be no

Kovln Blgga..

reason why the Gale-Bullman Multi- Sports editor Chris Merris states his case to Miner B-Ball
purpose building isn't filled to capac- player Chris Dawson and Pete Ri9as during Christopher
ity and rockin! Let's get fired up for GOO'S sports"opetl' line show, whlqH ai~oo Il llst Friday from
UMR "Rurming" Miner Basketball~ __~~~fl_at 6:Q.Q. P-,-I!l ~ ___ __ _______ =__ ~>_ _ _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
The best show in town, by far!

-~---~

I

WedDesday, December 1, 1!l9l

Features

_
" _I

"Hey Bud-man what did you just put up your nose?" asks Joel
Rlckmon and Ell Price.
EdHor's note: Nice boots RCL Dude.

B·Ball
:opher
,from

, t

-

,

--jll s___
c
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.
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Things to remember when ordering food:

LASEY ''DOJLLY '

Congn.tulations to the new Phi Eta Sigma

Where'

(1) No extra cheese.

Thanks for the gnmd tour of K. C. & the Chilli.

members.

(2) No "lad bar.

Thanks for helping me watch the Chiefs destroy

Shanon Aymond

(3) No breadlticks.

the Skins 35·161

Ev.lyo Bennish

(Th. party box wasn't too ,babbyl)

to

Kri-i-i-i-i-i-sti7
-Wally

NEEDED: A Chur<h Pianist. ·Our pianist just
moved to Texas.lf you are ta1ented and could

HeyllipCrew:

(4) No garlic bread.

volunteer in this capacity, please contact Pastor

When things get rough, always remember:

(5) No gril5.

Paul orThe Grace Commlmity Ol.urch at 341·

"More than likely. ahnost defmitely, in all

3CY76 or 364-8838.

probability, WF can' t be stgpped'"

SHARP V.

c: R with a 4 blank tapes ulIing

Delinquent R. A. Lounge rules:

S150

(1) Maximum capacity 11 R. A.' ,.

FFF2

Quistopher Federhofer

LAZY (LASEy)

Wal.. r Gajda, Jr.

Your second guess was right. iso't it odd the

Hey bud you' ve been a great friendllbanks for

John Gamby

creator knows nothing about his creation...

the support and helpl

The Mad Doctor.

2 ALTEC LANSING 6 inch woof.,.

(2) Tb= reoerved bed ,eats.
(3) Donations welcome. (Y. C. R.' s, TV's,

Cooch,

341-8417

microwavcs etc.)

What was that about length and shortness.

He seeks 1ge when young

Kim Hutcltinson
Amy Jensen
Matthew Johnsen

Is it really expensive wben you are single?

and we will be out of here.

MarlcMunoz

Thinss Kria-T never uys:
(1) I'm ,wved for pizza.

Scott,

He writes what is seen.

(2) My lAb T. A. is the gneatest.

That', right, S5000.00

He imagines the unseen

(3) I mi.. Wally.

He is ~ea1 by-the imtSined

(4) I've got too much free tim•.

Ed Spaged,

He searches for height among the small

(5) I think I sleep too much.

Slice of Pie, reruns of Cheers, Homemade Pizza,

Love yu,

David Renetzky

The Skinny ODe

Lisa Rothley
OuissSc:otl

Kappa Sigma,
We had a blast at the Cartoon·a·lhnonl

Kappa Delta.

Hearts, the Derelicl5, Hayrides, a Dead battery.
All of these helped to make a great semester.

He is ignorant in all

(1) Get better ..... in music.

Iambe

(2)

l?!> 'f."'..e bome~orlc.

Bradl.y Suddanh
Kevin S~llivan

Robert Van Hoose
Stacy Walker

Wahool Kappa D.ltal
Mich.lle 0,

Thanks,

.

(3) Quit ,ucking up to The Man.

TlJlle Rid.r

KW,
Thanks for the great year. Just hang in there and
everything will worle areaL Just a linle longer

He 5CU what is written

OtanceUor,

Mich••IHolm

Hey Kart,

H. leeks youth when aged

He searches for s~ among the great

RuseUGis1t
lAnyGraff

Troy Hughes

(4) No Wally' ..

He perceives greatness among the humble

Your friend always.

J.ff "K"

(5) P<nnying not allowed.

David Cadoff

Jem.Erp

FRANKENSTEIN

asking S80

P=onal Insight

·

Love ya.

Good luck during dead week and on fmals

1banx for always-stopping"in ~ur room and

B. w/th.Runs

everyonel

chattingl We nUss"}'oul v ·

(4) Stop being so somber.

A1M&LES

(5) ..and cut that hairl

TO NEW LAMBDA em ALPHA INITIATES
Congratulations guysl You earned it and we are

You are definetly the most awesome little sister.

Cap ' n, Flirt, Kris-T, 9iggles. OtanceUor.

Malice says:

proud to call you brothers!

Thanks for the flowers.

Gord~. Sleepy, Quad-Boy, R:ico, Moves, Smurf: ., "

(1) Don' t

Q;css';rm:-The Car.
wald::'~up early.

Personals

"/ .

Z-mai1 ; KodaJc, Ice, MalicE, Postman, Zen,

(2) Don't

Pumpkin, Iron Milee, Smokey, Mad Dog , Snipe,

(3) Don't call

and Shroom:

(4) Don't m.alc. fund of Ouija boards.

You guys are greatl This year wouldn ' t be the

(5) _D on't tell me my lights are on.

m. ''0 ' .....

Yours in ZAX,

Zlam,

JEFF

Chris

Dawn and Tara·
and visitl

,

j',

\"h'/:\J?

ZETA love; its new eel eongr8~ girls, You ' ll
do awesotnef'
. ~,. ',I.

''#1 Blues Fan"

What's the name _~f the game?

NOE·
Thanks for the leaft

Hairy balls

·AlM

__

~~~"""'_~~~~_~"'!'_
Clay,

I hope the hot choclate wodc.ed, If you ever need

:?I_am
Tricia

!..J _

ZETA sisterhood. retreat was the bestl

"Crayon Paddle Signer"

same without you. Keep up the good world

I will miss my family next semester. I will come . . . ._.,.~~".._~~"'!'~~

Tara,

more, you know where to come,
Nat

1 hope everyone had a great time at the best ever

Brian,

white voilet·"Crown Koyal"

How's the big hairy thing?

Zlam,

i'lin<;essLeia

Social

Juli.·good luck with your job in Florida (you

big ~b) I'U miss yaJ Zlam your roOmie.

Romanoff,

Do you ever srrule?
N,C,&S

Kristen- I hope you get • co-op jobl What am I
Jonna do if! tiave to take classes without you l

Otancellor,

aahhll

Hugl Hugl Hugl Hugl Hugl Hugl HU81
Th. Magnificent Seven of 9S

Your study budy

Congny; to all the new Lambda Sigma Pi

Sarah,

pledges! Welcome to the 2nd best organization

You' re an awesome little sister,

on campusl Next to Theta Tau of ~urse

welcome to the familyll

Zlam,
Cathy, Grtg S., Jayson, Greg B., Brian, Joe, Bob,

YBS

Gary, John Milee, Dan, Manish, Randy, Bill, &
Tn.cy,

BillP.

You're an awesome addition to our family I

Thanks for a great 2 1st!

Zlam,

Love.
~-S~
-,--~--.-

Amy & Angie

-

.........,

.... p, ~LMJria thank youToo even though I didn ' t

-- -

see you all night ,

=-

P'I S.'YBBBS)ViII be ,back from co-op next

~~u:~i '3.

d

S "
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Ma and Pa Porch . part two of the trilogy
James Barnes
Staff Writer

Some interesting things have
been going on over at Ma and Pa
Porch's house. One day they decided
to get a pet dog. I don't know if they
found it or got it from the pound. They
had been keeping the dog tied up in the
front yard during the day and bringing
him inside at night. 'IJl~ people at the
pawn shop named the dog Spot. It was
interesting to see Pa interact with the
dog. There were never any games of
"go fetch." Pa would just check the
dog's teeth and hind legs. ~pot wasn't
around very long. I think that ma
didn't like her so they had to get rid of
her. Anyway, a couple of days after
everybody at the pawn shop got over
the loss of Spot's having gone away, a
couple of rabbits started making their
caged appearance in the front yard.
Ma really loved the rabbits, Mickey
and Minnie. She would come out on
the porcltJor a couple of hours at a
time, always bringi!\g the rabbits' cage
right up by her. Pa picked them up
couple of times, but the rabbits were
gone in only five days. The people at
the pawn shop had started wondering
if Ma 1!J.l4 Pa lik~ffi ha,::e pets but just
can't afford to feed them.
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Last chance

couple of weeks. The pawn shop
people almost forgot about the interesting developments taking place
across the street. Everything was O.K.
until Pa came home pulling a little red
wagon containing a sack of potatoes
and a cat. The cat wasn't a kitten, but
it wasn't a fully grown cat either. The
cat stayed around for the longest time
of any of the other animals. The
people at the pawn shop grew to like
the cat, as the cat became older, and
named it Sparky after a famails cat
that they had ·knew. Sparky was
around until two day s before Thanksgiving. The people at the pawn shop
freaked out. Why do these people
keep loosing pets?
One of the
younger men that w6rked at the pawn

Kory Bakken
Staff Writer
That's right, this is really your last
chance to buy your Green before
Christmas hits! Since Green makes
the perfect Christmas gift, why not
comedownandbuyitnow! We've got
something for everybody: Sweatshirts
and sweatpants to keep you nice and
cozy once the winter hits, hats to keep
the snow off your head, and playing
cw:ds to stuff yow; favorite person's
stocking with. Santa doesn't even have
this stuff, so you have to ~uy it yourself,.. or better yet, tell the person you
love that you want Green for Christmas.
106 Daze Till the Best Ever!!
L._ _ _ _ __

_______,

snap suggested tharMa and Pa :Porch
were using th~-aru;;:;-als iJi ;cime sort of
pagan ritual.
The oldest perSon that wodced at
the pawn shop decided h~ was gomg to
fmd out real'soon, he just h'ad t~ think
up a reason to go to their' door and lie
his way into their house. Thenextday
after Sparky disappeared the pawn
shop people wa~hed Mil and Porch
very closely. Pa continued to fix
' things on the porch and in the yard
while Ma never came out side, At
closing time, the elder at the pawn
shop decided to go invite the poor
couple to Thanksgiving dinner at his
house with his family. At seven after
five he went out of the 'pawn shop and
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Making· the grade

By Bob Berry
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ill. Regular Finals
First Weekly Class Meeting Time
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday
Monday

Final Exam Time

7:30
8:30
9:30
10:30 .
11:30

Tuesday
Monday
Thursday
Tuesday
Wednesday

12:30
1:30
2:30

Friday
Monday
Friday

3:30-5:30
1:00-3:00
1:00-3:00
1:00-3:00
3:30-5:30

II. Common Finals include ALL SECTIONS.

B Eng 50,150
Tuesday
7:30-9:30
B Eng 110
Monday
7:30-9:30
Chern 222, 226
Thursday
7:30-9:30
CSci 73
Friday
7:30-9:30
EE 61,63
Wednesday
7:30-9:30
EM 160.
Thursday
7:30-9:30
Hist 112, 112H,175,176
Tuesday
7:30-9:30
Math 2,8
Thursday
7:30-9:30
Math 6, A-K. 204
Wednesday
7:30-9:30
Math 21. 22
Monday
7:30-9:30
ME 208
7:30-9:30
Monday
1'00-3:00
ME211
Wednesday
ME 219. 240. 242
Friday
7:.10-9:30
ME 280
Tuesday
7:30-9:30
1:00-3:00
Pltys 23. 24
Wednesday
Tuesaay
Pol Sci 90
7:30-9:30

Monday
Monday
Monday

1:00-3:00
3:30-5:30
3:30-5:30

Tuesday 8:05 or 8:30 Wednesday
10:00-12:00
Tuesday 9:30
Tuesday
10:00-12:00
Tuesday 10:30
Thursday
3:30- 5:30
Tuesday 11:05 or 11:30
Monday
10:00-12:00
Tuesday 12:30
Friday
10:00-12:00
Tuesday 1:30 or 2:05 Thursday
10:00-12:00

According to the Manual of Information all requests to change the fmal
schedule because of conflicts or having three or more examinations schedulec
on one day "are to be made in the Registrar' s Office at least one week before the
beginning of the final examination week" (Friday. December 4).

.~"
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Final exam schedule al 1992
The final examination period will begin Monday, December 14, 1992 at
7:30 a.m., and end at 5:30 p.m., Friday, December 18, 1992. Common fmals are
schedule for those courses listed in Section II below. Room assignments for
';ommon fmals will be announced by the instructors.
The course not covered in Sections I, II, and ill are to be arranged by the
instructor in cooperation with the student i)1 that course.
l.
Evening Course Finals are scheduled for the evening session during
fInals week. Evening courses are those courses beginning after 5 :30 p.m.
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collegiate crossword

Blue
nity is p!
lheMont
ACROSS

1 Like test scores.
sometimes
7 Street workers
13 Famous gangster
14 Fierce feline
15 Paralyzes
16 Like a zebra
18 Isla nd
19 Ballou
21 Cubi c meter
22 IIUntouchables

ll

47 Miss Gabor
48 Menu item
50 Feel i ng regret
51 French for eight
52 Shakespeare's river.
~t a1.
54 India 55 Travesty
56 Mexican, shawls
58 Philippine
headhunters
60 Shoot over aga1 n
61 Geological period
62 Unusual feats
63 Like r elief work

character
23 Frolic about
25 Do newspaper
work
DOWN
,26' B1ack cuckoo
Mills
1 Type of triangle
29 de France
2 Summons (2 wds.)
3D U ke some' test
3 Orbital poi nt
graders
4 Lane
32 Wrench
5 Chemical suffix
34 Razing material
6 Say at great
35 Be nosy
.
=l ength,
36 Position of uneasi - 7 P1 acards
ness (2 wds.)
8 Statute
40 Compared
9 libre
44 Endi ng for pay
10 Type styl e
45 Asian headdresses
11 Tricked (2 wds.)

'z.z--, -

12 Antiseptic
15 Involving punish ment
17 Prevent
20 Gibbon
23 Mythological
creature
24 Havi ng a chat
27 Relative of the
civet
28 Small songbirds
31 Part of TGIF
33 Comedian Louis _ .. '
36 Israeli dances an
37 Hardy and North
38 Stool
,iUt'
39 Obviously factua1 r.'
40
41
42
43
46
49

51
53
- 55
57
59

statements

r~

Longer and 1eaner-'
Brai n cell
Thrown out
..
Coin inscriptions
Container
. , Throw into disorder
Leverets
GYrate
P~tS'~i n geometry
Young pig
Reg i on of I ndill"

bel, LaID

nated 101
UnionB
IIl!D old
IniUeI,

Late

IhechJll1

coIning

fonna tia

processn
lheenM
in, on I

Shedeve
,ified sU
JtSeQted

,anizalil

UN

. 1

© Edward

Jul ius

ROl1
MissOU!
compute
compute,
graduate

Collegiate CW8716

COtmes,

collegiate camouflage
;1

I
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Can you find the hidden book classics?
ANIMAL FARM
ARROWSMITH
BABBITT
BLEAK HOUSE
BRAVE NEW WORLD
CANDIDE
DOCTOR FAUSTUS
EMMA

ETHAN FROME
HARD TIMES
IVANHOE

partment
systems
S98,(0)

LORD JIM
LORD OF THE FLIES
MOBY DICK
1984

OLIVER TWIST
OUR TOWN
SILAS MARNER
THE ILIAD
THE ODYSSEY
WALDEN
WAR AND PEACE

CLEI
temation
gineelSir
AnnUalC
Blasting
Research

R E N H

E N D R A F T

will beh,
January :

D

C R A V J 0 L V T A A U R F

N K M A D A T T
A 0

A L

y

B B A B 0
I

M D

H 8

4

E R

N M L

E 4

9

8

E H 0

8

E S

S

y

E H T

1

W E E S

U 0

D 0

0

J

I

R R J

R B 0

I

H K A E L

9 M 0

B 1

see Solutions, page 9
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Blue Key Miner of the Month
Blue Key
SOURCE
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Blue Key National Honor Fraternity is proud to announce the Miner of
the Month for the month of the October, Laura Hubert. Laura was nominated for this honor by the Student
Union Board for her efforts as chairman of the 1992 Homecoming Committee.
Late last semester, Laura accepted
the challenge to chair the 1992 Homecoming Committee. She began the
formation of the steering and planning
process in April of 1992, and she spent
the entire summer here at UMR working on and planning Homecoming.
She developed and motivated a diversified steering committee which rep.-on Ha.resented a broad base of campus or-LauraHubert,BlueKeyMlnerofthe
ganizations, and this led to the accom- Month,

plishments of this year. Through her
efforts, approximately five more
campus organizations participated,
and sold all of the t-shirts that SUB
ordered (something that hasn't been
accomplished in several years). Also,
1.8ura implemented several new ideas
including the "velcro wall" and the
HomecomingBBQ.
.
Laura is also Vice-President of
Publicity for SUB . As VPofPublicity,
she handles all PR for SUB and began
anew column in the Mingcalled "Sub
Conscious,"
Also considered for Blue Key
Miner of the Month were: Bryan Car~
ler nominated by Kappa Alpha, Jen:lifer Downes by Zeta Tau Alpha,l'I!il
Kesel for TJHA, Jennifer Marino fro
QHA. Again, congratulations Laura
Hubert!!!
Reminder- ~Iue Key Miner of the
Month applicatiOns for Novemberl .
December will be due in late November.

UMR receiv~~es~~~~~~~ S p ri

Jtf
\"

"0"
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News Services
SOURCE

ROLLA, Mo.-The University of
Missouri-Rolla has received a gift of
computer software that will expand
computer usage in undergraduate and
graduate level mining engineering
courses.
The UMR mining engineering department received SURPAC mining
systems software worth more than
$98,000 from Mine Development As-

ices company based in Reno, Nev.
The software will be used to help
teach a variety of subjects, including
surveying for mineral engineers,mine
exploration, surface mining and quarrying, underground mining, and mine
planning and design, according to Dr.
John W. Wilson, chairman of mining
engineering at UMR.
In addition, the software will be
used to enhance graduate courses,
Wilson says.
"UMR is one of three ur.iversities
in the United States to have this software and the only university with the

COIfI?'-::te system," wilson says.

Conference on explosives
•
"

News Services
SOURCE

CLEVELAND, OIDO-The International Society of Explosives Engineers invites registration for the 19th
Annual Conference on Explosives and
Blasting Technique, and 9th Annual
Research Symposium and Exhibition
will be held in San Diego, Califomia,
January 31, to February 4,1993.

S, pag e9

The Society, representing members since 1974, serves a membership
of almost 3,000 from over 79 countries. The Annual Conference is a part
of a program which demonstrates the
commitment of the International
S.E.E. to be an information network
and support system for individuals and
corporations involved in every specialty in the explosives industry.
The annual S.E.E. sonference has
gained recognition in the explosives

industry as an international forum
uniquely designed and targeted to
assist the hands-on eliplosives user.
The 1993 Program includes exhibits
technical sessions, a research symposiem, panei discussions, and workshops. Special workshops on Insurance and the Explosives Industry and
Safe Blasting Techniques will be featured, in addition to the Blaster's Forum, which will focus on practical and
unusual aspects of explosives work.
San Deigo, a popular conference
site with S.E.E. members, offers climate and a large number of attractions
for those who want the conference
experience and a family vacation. The
1993 Conference headquarters will be
the Sheraton Harbor Island, conveniently situated 1/2 mile from the San
Diego International Airport and near
local attractions, including the San
Diego Zoo, Sea World, Balboa Park
and to tourist sites in Mexico.
For more information contact Barbara
Sarkissian, SEE Conference Coordinator 216-349-4004.

Brea
.
,

n'9
k '93

·Destlnation DaJW.na
SOURCE .

DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. - It
may net even be time for Christmas
break yet, but it is time to start planning for spring Break 1993.
Daytona Beach, Florida, is.still the
premier destination for Spring Break.
From mid-February through midApril, thousands of i snwents frOT(l
throughout the UnIled )States and
Canada will travel to Daytona Beach.
Spring Break has drawn crowds as
lar,e as 200,000 - 400,000, and 1993
shouiche just as busy.
Some of the events and activities
in the planning stages for 1993:
.
* MuchMusic, Canadian music television, broadcasts and concerts
.. 10th Annual Miss Hawaiian Tropic
International Pageant
* .Volleyball, softball, 3-on3 bas!cetball tournaments
* Molson' s Obstacle Course
* Entertainment, including die College Music Showcase Rock Concert
* Product expos, games and giveaways
.
* Annual "Largest Class" Picture on
the beach
* 25th Anual Easter Beach Run
* And pf course,plenty of SUN!!!
For more information on accommodations, contact tour representatives on campus .or DESTINATIbN
DAYTONA! the Convention and Visitor's Bureau' for Daytona Beach, 1800-854-1 234.
W

•

-

-
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Benard Sarchet honored
News Services
SOURCE

ASEMHONORS
UMR' S BERNARD SARCHET
ROLLA, Mo. - The American
Society for Engineering Management
(ASEM) has honored Bernard R.
Sarchet, professor emeritus of engineering management at the University
of Missouri-Rolla, with an award in
his name.

ASEM established the Bernard R.
Sarchet Award to honor Sarchet for
"his exemplary contributions to the
founding and promotion of the society."
Sarchet received the plaque award
during the annual meeting of ASEM
and the Institute of Electronic and
Electrical Engineers' engineering
management division recently held in
Eatontown, NJ.
According to ASEM, Sarchet
helped form the society in 1979. He
was ASEM's fITSt president and has
remained active in the organization
over the years.

v

GENERAL MOTORS
VOLUNTEER SPIRIT AWARD
in association with

University of Alabama
at Birmingham
UAB Blazer Volunteer Program

Rewards Your
.Vol1!l}teer Sp irit!
- Geiteral Motors ~lt proudly present an award to
three students from your campus w ho have
served as volunteers within the campus and the
community, Each aw ard recipient will receive:

• A plaque signed by the college/ universi ty
president or chancellor and the Chainnan
of General Motors
• Five shares of General Motors Corporation
Common stock
• A ceremony imd reception for recipients,
family, and guests

Attention Student Volunteers!
Pick up Your Application for the
GM Volunteer Spirit Award!

Deadline for applications is:

Tuesday, March 30, 1993
Applications available at:

136 Hill
University Center
(205) 934-8225

General Motors
HARING YOUR FUT

------ ~~~~ ~---------------

CHEVROLET/ GEO • POfIITlAC . OLD JMOBILE • BUICK
CADILlAC . GMC muCK. GMAC RNANClAL SERVICES
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The Blood Drive is over! A total of
344 units of blood were collected - for
surpassing the goal of 300. Special
thanks goes out to Sigma Chi Fraternity
for their super outstanding donation
rate once again. Alpha Epsilon Pi, Chi

ENVElOPE lTUFFWG - feOO - $800 .very w ... &AU co
Int."",tIaneI Inc _

"'- o.~:

use Coney i00i_ A ....
yon., , 230

lIfooktyn. N.w

Army

Omega and Theta Xi also had great
partICipation. Your donations and
volunter work made this blood drive a
huge success. Remember, in April, a
$100 award and a plaque in the name of
Prof. Fridrick Remington will be

given to the organization with the best
year-round participantion. The next
boold drive is in February so don't
abuse yourself too much over the holidays!

from page 1

"We are proud of the increase in
the nwnber of women and minorities
who are enrolling in the WaFT program," says Weimer. "The opportunity to become a Warrant Officer aviator in an expanding role for women and
you don't have to have any prior skills
or experience. The Army gives you all
the training you will need.
"Army Warrant Officers enjoy the
same benefits as commissioned officers and will spend their entire careers
flying helicopters . Their initial salary
is $1,467, in addition to a quaners and
subsistence allowance each month."
Both the active Army and the
Army Reserve offer the WaFT program.
In 1911, the recruiting battalion
commander says, the Arym' s air

strength was one pilot and one plane_
To man teday's flying fleet of some
5,000 aircraft, he says, it takes more
than a desire to fly. It requires the
strength to lead, the composure to keep
cool under pressure and the overwhelming drive to succeed. Although
the price tag of the training is high,
Weimer explains, the Army cannot
measure the worth of the individual
who completes the course to become
an Army aviator.
"Persons who believe they have
the right stuff for Army aviation are
encouraged to visit your local army
recruiting station to fmd out if they
qualify," he says_ "It is a tremendous
opportunity to learn the expensive an
of flying while obtaining the famed
expertise of Army aviators."
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I
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average of 3.0 is required. and there are lOme
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I
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Squiggy's Top Ten

so don't

[!heholi.

Squiggy
Staff writer

page 2

Since I last discussed the
seasons ending of college football
many thing have happened.
To
everyones surprise not many upsets
have happened either, just many
games
and more excellent
performances. This week top ten features some minor shake ups and I will
preview the bow Is each team will most
likely play in. Without further adiou I
will give you this weeks Squiggy' stop
ten.
# 10. Nebraska: This team
is hard to figure out. They have the
best rushing attack in the college
game, and they blow a game against
Iowa State 19-10, they turn around and
destroy archrival Oklahoma 33-9.
The only thing from this team and a
national tittle is winnllrg the big game.
T1tey have one more game, and it is
this weekend in Tokyo versus Kansas
Stite. IfNebraska:wins theywillplay
either Notre Dame or Florida State in
the Orange Bowl.
~~[)
. # ' 9. Syracuse: ' Marvin
Graves was three yards shortofupending tli.e Miami Hurricanes, iliey lost
last we"ekend 16-10, but it showed that
Miami has weaknesses and isn't unbeatable. Marvin Graves had a-good
second half, but his last second pass to
his tightend fell short of the end zone
by a measly three yards. This team
should be in aNew Years day bowl, but
I am Uncertain of their bid situation.
Probably the Citrus or Fiesta is in line
for this very talented team.
# 8. Colorado: Kordell
Stewart put on the afterburners and led
Colorado back against Kansas. The
Bufraloes played many tough games,
but a big loss to Nebraska and a tie to
Oklahoma may have hurt their
chances to play in a January lst Bow I
game, but they will be very involved in
post season game schedules .
# 7. Michigan: This is the
fIrSt undefeated Wolverine team in a
very long time. The only problem is
that 3 ties are in theirwayof# 1. Ohio
State is the most recent team to dash
the tittle hopes. The 13-13 game was
only that because of a missed extra
point. So add the Buckeyes to Illinois
and Notre Dame as tied opponents.
The Wolverines will face Washington
in the Rose Bowl. Washington has
fallen on hard times losing to Washington St 42-23 in a blizzard. The
Huskies should be easy prey for the
Wolverines.
"for rebounding from 3-8 ie.' go to·6-41. Boston College, they played a
tough schedule and flnished 8-3-1.
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Washington State and Drew Bledsoe
for an incredible 8-3 season. Stanford's Bill Walsh predicted his win
over Notre Dame and his team went 93. Kansas has emerged as a new power
in the Big 8, coach Mason went 7-4
and is Aloha Bowl bound. And fmally
S. Carolina who started 0-5 tried to get
their coach flred failed, but flnish with
a 5-6 record to salvage their season.
# 6. Georgia: Georgia
ended their season Saturday by drubbing Georgia Tech 31-17. Garrison
Hearst had 160 plus yards in the win·
ning effort. The Bulldogs fell just
short of the SEC championship game
this upcoming weekend, but areprobably the second best SEC te!'ffi as florida won out on a head to head 2 point
win. Georgia mayor may not play on
New Years day depending on conference alignments with certain bow I
games. Next up for the dawgs is a
possible Heismann ceremony for Garrison Hearst in two weeks.
# 5. Notre Dame: If Division I-A football had a playoff sys tern
this team would be one of two favorites. The Irish are 6-0 since Stanford
and their most recent victim was the
Trojans of USC. Reggie Brooks was
a one man recking crew and had 226
yards on 18 carries. He is the best kept
secret in colle ge football. The Irish
will play in either the Cotton or the
Orang~ provided every thing remains
status quo.
The Irish are a little
undeserving of a meeting with Texas
A&M, but the Cotton Bowl goes head
toheadinTVtimewiththeRoseBowl,
and Notre Dame would draw viewers
away from that game so politics playa
big part.
# 4. Florida State: The
Seminoles are the other team that
would beneflt from a playoff, them
and the Irish could beat anybody right
now. FSU latest casualty was Florida
and45-24 was overwhelming, but they
drop a spot not by their fault, but by the
Aggies gain. FSU will play either in
the Conon or the Orange Bowl pending the SEC championship and a little
politics.
# 3. Texas A&M: r said all
along they would lose and I still believe that, but after what they did to
rival Texas, they deserve # 3, since
they are undefeated. The Aggies fmishedofftheir frrst ever 12-0 season by
beating the Longhorns 34-13 in a decisive game. The Aggies are Cotton
Bowl bound.
#2. Alabama: TheCrimson
tide rolled over Auburn 17 -0 and have
the most incredible defense in the
country. Gene Stalling has this team
primed for Florida and the Sugar Bowl
where they will face Miami. Right
now ' this,is a team'on a mission and
two game stand betWeen them · and
success.

# 1. Miami: The Canes
boast Gino Torreta a Heisman hopeful,
but this team has escaped numerous
scares against Arizona, Florida State, .
Syracuse, and Penn State. They survived them all unscathed. They will
face the #2 team in the AP poll onNew
Years day for all the marbles. They are
beatable, but lucky and that's why they
are undefeated.
For my closing comments I
would like to list a few team as who
surpassed the expectations of almost
everyone and had great seasons, and
great individual efforts: Arizona and
their "Desert Swarm" defense. USC
for rebounding from 3-8 to go (0 0-41. Boston College, they played a
tough schedule and fmished 8-3-1.
Washington State and Drew Bledsoe
for an incredible 8-3 season. Stanford's Bill Walsh predicted his win
over Notre Dame and his team went 93. Kansas has emerged as a new power
in the Big 8, coach Mason went 7-4
and is Aloha Bowl bound. And fmally
S. Carolina who started 0-5 tried to get
their coach frred failed, but fmish with
a 5-6 record to salvage their season.

HleH SCHOOL JUNIORS

$
Part-time
moneymoney for
college.
If you're a high school junior, and 17, the Army Reserve
can help you earn good part-time money, as well as extra money
for college.
How? The Army Reserve's Alternate Training Program.
Here's how it works. You take Basic Training between your
junior and senior year. After your senior year, you train in a specific
skill at an Army school.
Then you'll usually serve one weekend a month near home,
plus two weeks a year.
This all adds up to good part-time money-more than $15,000
during a standard enlistment If you qualify, there's also the Montgomery GI Bill which could provide you with up to $5,040 for college
or approved vocational/technical training. That totals more than
$20,000 for your education. Give it some thought-then give us a call.

BE ALL YOU CAN BE!'
"",

. . .-

ARMY ,RESE.RVE
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Sex

from page 3

reported cases of syphilis in the United Staoccur in homosexual men.
Secondly homosexual is immoral and completely unnatural. In one discussion with a few colleagues
I heard stated that you cannot use morality as a basis for voting or creating new laws because it is not seperation
of church and state. This is absurd! Just because you have a code of morals does not necessarily mean you go
to church or that your morals were obtained from the church. A prime example would be an atheist friend of
mine who is in no way, shape or form associated with the church, yet holds high moral values. Therefore, for
those of you who are worried, it is possible to vote against laws promoting homosexuality on the basis of
morality and at the same time keep seperation of church and state.
Part of the problem with our government today is that we have too many politicians who try very hard
to keep an open mind on everything and not let morals influence how they vote. Take a look at society today.
Has it gotten better over the last 10 years? If not, maybe the path we have taken has been in the wrong direction.
How about trying something different- likemaybe letting the moral and ethical issues dictate what kind of
laws and bills are passed. Don't be afraid to take a stand and go against the grain for once! So what if the other
schools in the University of Missouri system (UMC, UMKC, and UMSL) think the Student Bill of Rights is
just wonderful and they pass it Does this mean we have to? If any campus knows how to decide this issue it
should be the students at UMR. The students here are the most logical thinking of any in Missouri. Weare taught
as engineers to look at all the angles and there potential effects before making a choice. Have we found the best
angle?
Be logical. Think about what implications leaving the "sexual orientation" statement in this clause
might have now and in the future. You might be thinking, "it doesn't realy matter, their literature and
propaganda won' teffect me because I have already made up my mind on what kind oflifestyle I want to live."
Just remember that bills like this have far reaching effects. They start at the top and trickle down until every
school system eventually jumps on the bandwagon and adopts something similar- this includes elementary
schools. Now, think again. In five to ten years each one of us students here will probably have children of our
own attending an elementary school. Do you want the impressionable mind of your kindergarten or first grade
child being taught the option of an "alternate lifestyle?" You might say this will never happen- it is already
happening! Just recently the city of New York started requiring first grade students to read books condoning
homosexuality!
Hopefully I have made it obvious to you that our present path is not leading us towards a better society.
I think it is time to try a better angle-- maybe 180 degrees. If we want to see change then it has to start
somewhere. How about we the students of UMR set the example-- encourage your StuCo representative to
vote for the deletion of "sexual orientation" and let the change start at the next Student Council meeting here
at UMR on Tuesday, December 1, 1992.
Sincerely,
Daniel A. Jones
Senior in Civil Engineering

An ASUM Public Service:

Lunch With A
Legislator

••••••

ASU~

State Rep. Ken Jacob
(Chairman of the Higher Educaton Committee)
Date: Thurs, Dec. 10, 1992
Time: 12:30-1:30P.M.
Location: Missouri Room, DeE
RSvp-m .: person· or by phone·(212 ·U niversity -Cinter West:-.. 341-4970) by Dec. 8, 1992
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BLOOM COUNTY
IT'S

MIlO, THE WOW
·W/l.Kwr ·
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GEAR

FLANNEL

COMPASS
JACKET

trCH.

I

REGULARLY~

BOXER SHORTS
REGULARLY~

NOW $9.99

NOW $27.99

I

EXPRESS
ORGANIZER

I
I

I
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REGULARLY~

NOW $19.99
WE'Re
8£1N&

50 liKe 7lf6" Ct.llfI1S
IIr "'FISHEKMIIN'S
WHflKF.- I

BOXED
SEASON'S
GREETINGS

N~{7

TIWlTCll
CON5rIlNCY IN MY
(JISI?£fSPCCr- (.ffE, MllO/ IIN/1
RlU.Y._
rM SORKY, 8Iff
I
lAl?OI? 5TRlf£
, II~WAYS
)\ blVESM€
~ IlI?ASH.
./

CARDS
REGULARLY
~

NOW ·
$4.99 .

University of Missouri
Rolla Bookstore
Uniersity Center West
Rolla, MO 65401
(314) 341-4980

M-F 8:00am - 4:30pm
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by L.1. Horton

'LEBES
AGe: "I..L'{/)\J~ COLLE,e;

c.ou~$"es

T'tf#Z.otJc;H

MEMotti Z.A-rIDN!
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QUALITY CLEANERS
>I<

Expert Cleaning . * Reasonably pliced

108 W. 7th Street

Rona, ~,,10 6540 I

]64· 3(»)O

AIR ·FORCE ROTC UNITS
FILLED TO CAPACITY

60. IT
F~ ,,0· ·· j!.1C ~ .. .

M~"'O

j>OUG ', ' L.A",, '

,.'7.1:0 1•

NOT!

I"{oip" '" T .....
rJPr'TLO IJ1S •. ·
CAM ."

C>
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Don't belive everything you hear. The Air Force continues
to seek outstanding students to fill future officer
requirements. See yourself becoming a leader, graduating
from college as an Air FOl'ce officer with fully develope(L
Qualities to character and managerial ability. Notice, too,
the opportunities. Like eligibility for scholarship programs
that can pay tuition, textbooks, fees .... even $100 in tax-free
income each academic month.

, .. , T'I·

",

I~'

Visualize a crisp uniform that reflects pride in yourself and
you!' ability to accept challenge, Get the picture?
Now make the call!

314-341-6541

AIM HIGH··AIR FORCE

ATTENTION
co-oP. STUDENTS

IF YOU ARE WORKING THIS WINTER, 1993
SEMESTER, YOU MUST REGISTER AND PAY
YOUR CO-OP FEE.
PLEASE STOP BY THE CO-OP OFFICE
303-D NORWOOD DEC. 7 - DEC. 18
CO-OP FEE: $81.40

....>0&..

.. ..
~

FAILURE TO REGISTER COULD HAVE A
SERIOUS IMPACT ON YOUR STUDENT
STATUS. (FULL-TIME, LOANS, ETC .. )
.aaallElalZII3CIZII:IIClDlZDZltIIZII:llZEla:a:ma:IDDI3IZ11l1D3Ca:a::D:li:a:aCIIZII:~I,,~
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Our-Student
Services Go
Strai ht To
;The ead Of
Their Class.
• Boatmen's Student Loans
• Boatmen's Basic Checking Account
• Boatmen's Bank24®Automatic Teller Machine
Call or visit Boatmen's today to find out how we can help
you make some decisions about your money. .. and your life

~libJl .
1iIi BOATMEN'S'
r
BANK Of ROLLA

'fens of
thousands of people
will need blood during
the hoLidays.
Still wondering
what to give?
American Red Cross
Orlce more ",ill be kltfor a lifetime.

~jit~ blood a,gail/.

f I

Member FDIC

Equal Opportunity Lendsl

--.-~~,-
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NATIONAL DRUNK AND DRUGGED
DRIVING (3D) PREVENTION MONTh
DECEMBER
friend s Don't Let
friend s Drive Drunk

I
I

BOOK
A CRUIS E
FOR $5.00*

1992

Book any' 1993 cruise before
Jan. 31. 1993 and you don't have
to pay AAA the remainde r of
your deposit until March 31 or
the cruise line 's penalty date,
Which ever comes first.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
106 Norwood Hall
Unive rs ity of Missouri-Rolla
(314) 341-4292

1056 Kingshigh way, Rolla
(Next to McDonald's )

1-800-822 -1454 or 364-1117

' Certain restrictiona apply. Umlted 10 cuh payments or AAAlViaa or AAAl Maatere.nS. Only .t
Auto Club of MI."ou,. AAA Travel Agency.

Solutio ns from your Apple Campu s Reselle r:
The holiday gift you can really U!ie.

Tell your folks that more college
students choose Macintosh than
any other computer. They'd want
you to be in good company.
.,:
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Ask for an Apple~Macintosh·computer this holiday season and
join all of the students who've discovered that no matter what they
do, Macintosh helps them do it better and faster. That's because
Macintosh is so easy to use. And the thousands of available software
applications work in a single, consistent way. So once you've learned
one, you're well on your way to learning them all. The advantages
of Macintosh don't end when school does. In fact, the majority of
Fortune 1000 companies use Macintosh computers: So ask your
Apple Campus Reseller to help you choose which Macintosh to put
at the top of your holiday gift list.
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Macintosh, It's more than a present, it's a future ,
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For further information contact

Ben Strehlman at
114Mathematic Computer Science Bldg.

341-4841
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of Apple Computer, Inc. ~fS.DOS is a registered trademark, and Windov.'S a
© 1992 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo and Madmosh are registered trademarks
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trademark, of Microsoft Corpora{ion. • Based on a 5urver condu({ed by Computer
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